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Abstract—In the emerging next-generation video coding 

standard AVS3, interweaved prediction was proposed to further 

improve affine motion compensation (AMC). With interweaved 

prediction, a coding block with AMC mode is divided into sub-

blocks with two different dividing patterns to generate two 

auxiliary predictions, and the final prediction is calculated as a 

weighted-sum of the two auxiliary predictions. Although 

interweaved prediction can provide a significant coding gain, it 

is not very friendly to the hardware design. In this paper, we 

present a hardware friendly interweaved prediction method, in 

which the off-chip memory bandwidth is reduced by limiting 

the reference sample number per pixel and the on-chip 

cache bandwidth is decreased by sharing reference samples 

between subblocks in pattern0 and pattern1 of interweaved 

prediction. Simulation results show that the proposed methods 

can achieve 0.47% BD-rate saving on average with the Random 

Access (RA) configurations while reducing 52.3% off-chip 

memory bandwidth and 62% on-chip memory bandwidth. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Along with a rapid development of mobile Internet 
applications such as short video sharing, the dramatically 
exploding video data becomes a problem demanding a 
fundamental solution due to the limited network bandwidth 
and device storage capability.  Therefore, a new video coding 
standard, which can significantly improve compression 
performance, becomes an urgent requirement. As a response, 
a standardization process toward AVS3 is started in December 
2017 by Audio Video Standard working group of China. 
AVS3 aims to provide a compression ratio approximately two 
times of that provided by its predecessor AVS-2 without any 
detectable loss in visual quality.  

In order to meet the market’s requirements, AVS 
workgroup develops AVS3 standard in two steps, namely 
AVS3 Phase-I and AVS3 Phase-II. AVS3 Phase-I targets at a 
bunch of new coding tools with limited decoder complexity 
increase, while AVS3 Phase-II concentrates on the new 
technologies that provide a higher coding efficiency with a 
more complicated computation complexity. The committee 

draft (CD) of AVS3 Phase-I standard [1] was released in June 
2019 and a call for proposals for AVS3 Phase-II was issued at 
the same time. 

As an infrastructure design, AVS3 Phase-I [2] adopts a 
partitioning structure comprising quad-tree/binary-tree 
(QTBT) [3] plus extend quad-tree (EQT) [4], to achieve a 
partitioning pattern much more flexible than that in AVS-2. In 
terms of intra-frame prediction, intra prediction filter (IPF) [5] 
and two-step cross-component prediction mode (TSCPM) [6] 
have been adopted to generate the intra-prediction with higher 
quality. Regarding inter-frame prediction, affine motion 
compensation [7], ultimate motion vector expression (UMVE) 
[8], history-based motion vector prediction (HMVP) [9] and 
advanced motion vector resolution (AMVR) [10] have been 
adopted to capture various motion characteristics, leading to 
the great improvement of inter coding efficiency. 

During the development of AVS3 Phase-I, interweaved 
prediction [11] was proposed to further improve the affine 
prediction. Interweaved prediction divides an affine-coded 
block into sub-blocks with two different dividing patterns, and 
the final prediction is derived as a weighted sum of two 
auxiliary predictions generated from the two patterns 
individually. Interweaved prediction draws a lot of attentions 
due to its innovation and significant coding gains. However, 
its original architecture is not very friendly to the hardware 
design. In this paper, we propose a hardware-friendly 
implementation of interweaved prediction, to make it a more 
feasible coding tool in the standardization.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
reviews affine motion compensation (AMC) in AVS3 and the 
interweaved prediction for AMC. Section 3 describes the 
proposed hardware-friendly interweaved prediction for AMC. 
Simulation results are reported in Section 4 and conclusions 
are drawn in Section 5. 

II. AFFINE AND INTERWEAVED PREDICTION 

A. Affine Motion Compensation in AVS3 

AMC has been studied for decades on account of its ability 
to describe complex motions such as zooming, rotation or 
shearing efficiently. In recent years, significant progress has 



been made in balancing the precision of AMC and the 
overhead bits. Huang [12] proposed a 6-parameter Affine 
Motion Model (AMM) represented by three Control Point 
Motion Vectors (CPMVs). Zhang [13] proposed an affine 
direct/skip mode. Li [14] further developed the CPMV-based 
AMM representation method and proposed a 4-parameter 
AMM represented by two CPMVs. An iterative gradient-
based fast ME method is devised for low-complexity encoders. 
Meanwhile, the MV granularity in the AMM is changed from 
pixel level to 4×4 sub-block level, to restrain the decoder 
complexity. The AMC framework was adopted into VVC [15] 
as well as in AVS3 [16].  

In AVS3, a block-based affine motion compensation 
prediction is applied. As shown in Fig.1, the affine motion 
field of a block is represented by motion information at two 
control points with a 4-parameter AMM. With the 4-
parameter AMM, motion vector at sample position (x,y) in a 
block is derived as: 
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where (mv0
x, mv0

y
)  is CPMV at the top-left corner, 

(mv1
x, mv1

y
)  is CPMV at the top-right corner and w  is the 

width of current CU. 

To reduce the complexity of AMC, the MV granularity in 
AVS3 is at the sub-block level instead of the pixel level. As 
shown in Fig.2, in order to derive MV of each sub-block, the 
MV at the center point is calculated according to Eq. (1). All 
samples within the sub-block share the MV at the center point.  
AMC is applied to generate the prediction samples of each 
sub-block with derived MVs. In AVS3, the size of the sub-
block is set to be 4x4 for unidirectional prediction and 8x8 for 
bidirectional prediction. 
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Fig.1 4-parameter affine model. 

 

 
Fig.2 Subblock-based AMC. 
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Fig.3 Illustration of interweaved prediction. 

 

B. Interweaved prediction for AMC 

AMC is efficient on video sequences with complex motion. 
However, it faces a dilemma to balance the coding efficiency 
and the computational complexity. The coding efficiency of 
AMC is enhanced as the sub-blocks become smaller, which 
makes the prediction more accurate. On the other hand, the 
computational complexity is exploded mainly because more 
interpolation operations need to be performed as fewer 
prediction samples share the same MV.  

To address this dilemma, interweaved prediction is 
proposed to achieve more coding gain of AMC without 
increasing too much computational complexity [17]. With the 
interweaved prediction, a coding block is divided into sub-
blocks with two different dividing patterns as shown in Fig. 3. 
The AMC process is performed twice to generate auxiliary 
predictions with the two dividing patterns, respectively. The 
final prediction is calculated as a weighted sum of the two 
auxiliary predictions. With the interweaved prediction, the 
boundary position of a sub-block in one dividing pattern is 
designed to be the center position of one sub-block in the other 
dividing pattern and vice versa. In this way, the two auxiliary 
predictions can compensate each other and achieve a finer 
granularity of MVs as a result.  

The coding efficiency for AMC is improved significantly 
by introducing interweaved prediction with acceptable 
complexity. However, interweaved prediction requires a 
higher memory bandwidth of off-chip memory or on-chip 
cache memory. In hardware design, the memory bandwidth 
issue may become a bottleneck. 

III. HARDWARE FRIENDLY INTERWEAVED 

PREDICTION 

To overcome the exorbitant memory bandwidth, a 
hardware friendly interweaved prediction approach is 
proposed in this paper, wherein both the off-chip memory 
bandwidth and the on-chip cache memory bandwidth are 
constrained. 

A. Off-chip memory bandwidth constraints 

The high off-chip memory bandwidth in interweaved 
prediction stems from acquiring a large number of reference 
samples. In order to make interweaved prediction more 
hardware-friendly, the average number of reference samples 
is proposed to be restricted. 

With affine mode, the MV of each sub-block in pattern 0 
or pattern 1 is calculated according to Eq. (1), which is a 
monotonic function. As a result, the reference area that 
including all reference samples of current CU divided by a 
specific pattern could be contained certainly in a limited 
region, of which size is determined by four sub-blocks in the 
corner as shown in Fig. 4. In AVS3, the interpolation filter is 
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Fig. 4 Illustration of reference area in interweaved prediction. 

 

8-tap, which means (M + 7) × (N + 7)  reference samples 
need to be fetched from off-chip memory for a block with  
M× N size. Therefore, the reference sample number per pixel 
in a reference area can be calculated as follows: 

SPP =
(bW + 7) × (bH + 7)

cuW × cuH
,                           (2) 

where SPP denotes the number of reference samples per pixel. 
cuW  and cuH indicate the width and height of the current 
block, respectively. bW  and bH  represent the width and 
height of the reference area, respectively, which can be 
calculated as:  

{
bW = Max(X0𝑚𝑎𝑥 , X1𝑚𝑎𝑥)–Min(X0𝑚𝑖𝑛 , X1𝑚𝑖𝑛)

bH = Max(Y0𝑚𝑎𝑥 , Y1𝑚𝑎𝑥)–Min(Y0𝑚𝑖𝑛 , Y1𝑚𝑖𝑛)
 ,       (3) 

where (𝑋0𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑌0𝑚𝑖𝑛)  and (𝑋0𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑌0𝑚𝑎𝑥)  are upper-left 
and lower-right coordinates of reference area in pattern 0 as 
shown in Fig.4-(a). Meanwhile, (𝑋1𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑌1𝑚𝑖𝑛)  and 
(𝑋1𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑌1𝑚𝑎𝑥) are upper-left and lower-right coordinates of 
reference area in pattern 1 as shown in Fig.4-(b). 

In AVS3, SPP  reaches the maximum value for blocks 
using bi-prediction with 16 × 4  or 4 × 16  size, which is 
calculated as:  

SPPmax = 2 ×
(16 + 7) × (4 + 7)

16 × 4
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Fig. 5 On-chip cache memory bandwidth constraints. 

To guarantee that the off-chip memory bandwidth required 
by interweaved prediction doesn’t exceed the worst case in 
AVS3, AMC is proposed to fall back to the normal affine 
prediction when SPP derived in Eq. (2) exceeds SPPmax. 

B. On-chip cache bandwidth constraints 

Besides the off-chip memory issue, the on-chip cache 
bandwidth may also increase due to the AMC operations for 
two dividing patterns. The increase in on-chip cache 
bandwidth comes from the extra access to reference samples 
for pattern 1 mainly. To reduce the cache bandwidth, it is 
proposed to fetch more reference samples during the AMC of 
pattern 0, which can be reused for pattern 1. As shown in Fig. 
5, sub-block A and B are in pattern 0 and pattern 1 respectively 
and they can share the fetched integer reference samples. The 
width Wbb  and height Hbb  of the bounding box containing 
reference samples shared by sub-block A and B as shown in 
Fig. 5 can be derived as: 

{
Wbb = numtap − 1 +

3

2
× wsub +Marginhor

Hbb = numtap − 1 +
3

2
× hsub +Marginver

 ,          (5) 

where wsub  and hsub  are the width and height of one sub-
block. numtap is the tap number of interpolation filter, which 

equals 8 in AVS3. Marginhor  and Marginver  represent 
horizontal and vertical additional margin respectively, which 
are set to ensure the on-chip cache memory bandwidth is not 
worse than the original worst case in AVS3. When the sub-
block size is 4×4, Marginhor and Marginver are set to 4 and 1. 
Marginhor  and Marginver  are set to 6 and 4 when the 
subblock size is 8×8. With the proposed on-chip cache 
bandwidth constraints, the required integer samples for all 
sub-blocks must be within the bounding box. Otherwise, 
interweaved prediction is disabled for the CU. 

For one sub-block in pattern 1, there are four candidate 
corresponding sub-blocks in pattern 0. The final 
corresponding sub-block is selected from the four candidates 
according to aligntop and alignleft as shown in Fig.6, which 

are set based on the affine model to maximize the number of 
reference samples overlapped by the two sub-blocks in pattern 
0 and pattern 1. aligntop and alignleft are set to 0 according 

the conditions in Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), also shown in Fig. 7 and 
Fig. 8. In other case, aligntop and alignleft are set to 1. 
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Fig. 6.  Four candidate corresponding sub-blocks. 
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Fig. 7. The conditions for 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑝 to be set to 0. 
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Fig. 8. The conditions for 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡  to be set to 0. 
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To make sure the reference samples of subblock in pattern 
1 is within the proposed bounding box, MVx  and MVy  of 

subblock in pattern 1 are restricted by Eq. (8). 

{
∆MVx ≤ Marginhor and − ∆MVx ≤ Marginhor + wsub

∆MVy ≤ Marginver and − ∆MVy ≤ Marginver + hsub
,      (8) 

where ∆MVx  and ∆MVy  denote delta MV between the two 

sub-blocks in pattern 0 and pattern 1, which is calculated as 
below: 

∆MVx = {
MVx
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−MVx

p1
     , if alignleft == 1

MVx
p1
−MVx

p0
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,              (9) 

∆MVy = {
MVy
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−MVy

p1
     , if aligntop == 1

MVx
p1
−MVy

p0
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,            (10) 

where MVp0 is the MV of the subblock in pattern 0 and MVp1 

is the MV of the final selected corresponding subblock in 
pattern 1. When MVp0  or MVp1  is out of the proposed 

restriction, the interweaved affine prediction is not used.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

The proposed hardware-friendly interweaved prediction is 
implemented on the AVS3 reference software HPM-8.0 [18] 
to evaluate its coding performance. All the simulations are 
performed under the Common Test Conditions (CTC) [19] of 
AVS3 with the RA configurations.  

Experimental results in terms of BD-rate [20] and time 
changing of interweaved prediction without and with the 
proposed constraints are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, 
respectively. It can be observed, compared with HPM8.0, the 
original interweaved prediction can achieve 0.58%, 0.42%, 
0.15% BD-rate savings on average under RA configuration 
for Y, Cb and Cr components, respectively. Meanwhile, for 
interweaved prediction with the proposed bandwidth 
constraints, the coding gain is 0.45%, 0.14%, 0.01% for Y, Cb 
and Cr components, respectively. Comparing Table 1 and 
Table 2, it can be seen that the proposed bandwidth constraints 
increase the average bit-rate a little and have no effect on the 
encoding and decoding time.  

The number of reference samples required by one pixel is 
used  to  calculate  the  off-chip  bandwidth  and  the  on-chip 

Table 1. Performance of the original interweaved prediction 

 Y Cb Cr EncT DecT 

720p -0.67% -0.87% -0.50% 102% 102% 

1080p -0.88% -0.45% 0.06% 102% 101% 

4K -0.20% 0.07% -0.02% 102% 100% 

All -0.58% -0.42% -0.15% 102% 101% 

 

Table 2. Performance of the proposed hardware-friendly 

interweaved prediction 

 Y Cb Cr EncT DecT 

720p -0.48% -0.38% -0.41% 102% 102% 

1080p -0.70% -0.03% 0.24% 103% 101% 

4K -0.17% 0.00% 0.14% 103% 101% 

All -0.45% -0.14% -0.01% 102% 101% 

 

Table 3. off-chip and on-chip bandwidth reduction in worst 

case 

 
Off-chip 

bandwidth 

On-chip 

bandwidth 

Original 15.125 395 

Proposed 7.9063 245 

Reducing 

proportion 
52.3% 62.0% 

 
bandwidth is estimated by the number of the reference sample 
lines. The off-chip and on-chip bandwidth reduction in worst 
case are shown in Table 3. With the proposed method, 52.3% 
reduction in off-chip bandwidth and 62% decrease in on-chip 
bandwidth can be observed, which means the problems of the 
off-chip memory and on-chip cache bandwidth are solved in 
general. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, hardware friendly interweaved prediction for 
AMC is proposed to overcome both the off-chip memory 
bandwidth and the on-chip cache memory bandwidth issues. 
With off-chip memory bandwidth constraints, the required 
bandwidth in AVS3 in the worst case is not increased by 
interweaved prediction and reduces 52.3% compared with the 
original method. The number of accesses from cache required 
by interweaved prediction is reduced 62% with on-chip cache 
bandwidth constraints. Simulation results show that the 
problems of off-chip memory and on-chip cache are solved in 
general only with a little loss in terms of BD-rate. 
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